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perforations are required in the stopper, one for a glass tube,,
urul the other two for the electrodes, the latter being sealed in.
A little mercury closes the circuit. Changes in temperature
are obtained by outwardly heating or cooling the vessel.
Stirring is caused by the eleetrolytically evolvod gases.
The current conditions can be varied in the most different
ways. By a choice* of concentrations, or by additions, the con-
ductivity can bo increased or diminished; also by raising or
lowering the voltage. The height of the electromotive force
developed in the coll determines the current strength; the ratio
of the hitter to the electrode surfaces gives the current density,
and to the volume of the electrolytes, the current concentra-
tions.1
This simplest form of arrangement seldom suffices; usually
a separation of the cathode and anode spaces is required.
This is oftonest obtained by the use of a diaphragm, or by
connecting, with a siphon arrangement, two separate vessels,—
one containing then anode and the other the cathode fluid;
this latter method is more rarely used, however, because the
resistance is liable to become too great. Porous earthenware
cylinders or plates arc* usually employed as diaphragms.
Diaphragms, which often answer well, are sometimes made
of gypsum, pressed asbestus (only utili^able in alkalies 2)r
porous cement, and parchment paper. So-called " acid-proof5>
diaphragms are also used. Cylindrical vessels arc1, simply placed •
in the \viderj|uier vessel, and plates arc* fitted in tightly, or
cemented	simpler method is to make the cell of two sep-
arate part if fit ting upon ono another. Between these the di-
aphragm platn is tightly wedged with screws by means of a
ruMxT ring or a caoutchouc frame. The Wehrlin 3 cell is made in
thin fashion. Cooling and Btirring in eleetrolytical experiments-
are of Bpi*c*5i.il Importance, Aside from the external cooling
of the ('Uwtrolyfe, u constant temperature of the latter can
•Tufal, XtHchr. f. phyi*. <!hom. 34, 201 (1900).
1 Ix'Sibinc, KtHchr. f. Kl«kfcrf»ch«mi« 7, 290 (1901).
* Ibid, 3, 4aiCIH07),

